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A new approach to athletics 
competition and training for children in 
Australia 

Jörg Probst1 

 
This paper argues for a complete overhaul of the athletics competition and training system for 
children in the interest of a more effective long term development of our athletes and our sport as a 
whole.  
 

 

We know a lot about the long-term development of athletes. That knowledge has been around for 

over two decades at least. Most of us would agree on these principles: 

 Children are not little adults and therefore must not train like adults; 

 Children should have fun whilst learning fundamental movement skills; 

 Early specialisation in training and competition endangers or shortens athletes’ careers – 

there is plenty of literature and more than enough anecdotal evidence on this, key word: 

burnout (physical and/or mental); 

 Training and competition must have a motivating effect and have a positive effect on the 

athletes’ health; 

 Training and competition must take into account the children’s biological and chronological 

age – it is common sense, children mature at different rates; 

 Developing basic and general movement and coordination skills early on are an 

indispensable precondition for the development of talent later on. These basic skills 

facilitate the future acquisition of more specialised and complex skills. 

We know all this and much more, and we’ve known it for a long time. And yet, children doing 

athletics in this country are exposed to a competition system which is essentially the same as that of 

youth, junior and senior athletes, both through the school system and through Little Athletics, with 

some fairly minor modifications. And despite the laudable Little Athletics motto of “fun, family, 

fitness”, the reality is that competition is often very serious business, for parents, coaches, clubs and 

centres and schools perhaps even more so than for the young athletes themselves.  

Coaches, ‘age managers’, parents, even though they might know better, are naturally coaching 

children in a way that would be more appropriate for adolescents or even adults, simply because the 

competition system demands it. Coaches are teaching to the competition the same way school 

teachers teach to academic tests such as the NAPLAN or the HSC. In neither scenario is the learning 

experience and outcome optimal.  
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In short, the current situation makes true long-term athlete development virtually impossible. 

Over 20 years ago, in what was then still known as West Germany, Friedrich & Holz (1989) made the 

point that all scientific advances about a systematic long-term build-up of athletes remain academic 

as long as federations do not implement this knowledge in their competition systems.  

“After all, the competition system determines the goals, the content, the methods and setup 

of the training system – not the other way round. A specialised competition system for 

children and youths results in a specialised training systems in those age groups. […] Specific 

competition demands lead to specific demands in training. […]” [My translation] 

Only a few months earlier, on the other side of the wall dividing the two Germanys, Borde & Becker 

(1989) had recognised the exact same problems and raised the same issue. If training for youngsters 

was to become more effective, they reasoned, the competition system would have to reflect the 

training strategies. 

This is clearly not a chicken and egg question. But what is the alternative?  

Well, it is really quite simple: the general and basic movement skills that children should learn and 

practise in training should be reflected in the competition system.  

It follows as a logical conclusion that our competition system for children must be radically changed! 

Friedrich & Holz (1989) put it like this:  

“The contents of the basic and build-up training stages must also be fundamental 

ingredients of the competition system in the respective age groups […] The official 

competition program of the respective age groups must be harmonised with the training 

content.” [My translation] 

We know that nothing of the sort happened in post-Wall Germany either, at least not until recently.  

But not only Germany is now taking measures to overhaul its competition system for children, with 

largely positive reactions. Switzerland too has implemented special competition programs for 

children (Probst, 2012). Other countries are likely to follow. 

The following quote is from Athletics Canada’s introduction to a document entitled “Long Term 

Athlete Development”: 

“Children who do not develop their fundamental motor skills by age 12 are unlikely to reach 

their genetic athletic potential. […] Establishing a core set of motor skills early in life enables 

children to gain a sense of achievement and establish a positive relationship with sport and 

physical activities.” 

And the Canadians have acknowledged: 

“The current system for Canadian athlete development emphasizes winning and competing, 

instead of maximizing the windows of accelerated adaptation to training and developing 

fundamental sport skills. The current emphasis on outcome (winning) as opposed to process 

(skill development) is seen as a shortcoming in the Canadian sport system. Such practices 
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may lead to one-sided preparation, early burnout, lost potential or over-training as noted 

through the practices identified by the Canadian Sport Centres LTAD Expert Group.” 

It seems the Canadians are or were sitting in the same boat as us. I don’t know what they have 

actually done about the situation. 

Ten years ago, a very detailed academic study of athlete identification and development in the UK 

(Wolstonecraft, 2002) named mini-sports as one of the stumbling blocks for long term athlete 

development. These mini-sports teach children a series of specialised skills, rather than focus on 

more generalised and a wider variety of skills and thereby do not help athletes gain a broad range of 

movement experiences (p. 21). A more recent example in Australia is the introduction of mini-tennis. 

A very long-standing example is Little Athletics. 

The IAAF has recognised the need for change, which is why the IAAF Kids’ Athletics program was 

developed. 

The introduction to the IAAF Kids Athletics manual says: 

“After numerous research initiatives, discussion panels and pilot events it has become 

apparent that there is an urgent need to develop a new type of program for children.” 

Where is the urgency in Australia to change things for the better? 

The IAAF Kids’ Athletics program is only a starting point in my view. There are many ways children 

can be even better engaged with athletics. I find the approach taken in Germany and Switzerland 

more appealing than the IAAF program, but I believe we should come up with our own training 

framework and competition program suitable for children, which suit our particular circumstances 

and context. 

There is no reason why enjoyable team-based activities can’t be used for competition purposes. 

These activities don’t have to be standardised across the country. Clubs, Little Athletics centres and 

schools should be able to choose from a large catalogue of kids’ athletics events, many of which 

would be quite suitable for team based competition where there is no pressing need for a stop 

watch or a measuring tape, and only minimal equipment is required. This would also vastly increase 

the accessibility of athletics as a sport. 

In fact, with a bit of imagination every coach can use their particular facilities and available 

equipment to produce a smorgasbord of fun, challenging, and competitive relay exercises for 

children. Variety is an important ingredient in keeping children interested. 

At this point it is worth mentioning that some exemplary general skills development initiatives are 

already on foot at Little Athletics NSW.  

However, as long as the current Little Athletics competition system is in place, nothing will change 

on a broader scale. We will continue to experience huge dropout rates, and our most talented 

athletes’ long term development continues to be compromised.  

Official figures are not available, but around 50% of the 100,000 or so children who sign up for Little 

Athletics will not return the following year. Presumably no statistics would be available on how 
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many children drop out very early in the season either, but going by my own observations the early 

dropout rates are quite high.  

To be clear, although I am of the opinion that in the long run this country, like every other country in 

the world, should have one athletics movement rather than two, I am advocating here an overhaul 

of the way athletics is delivered to children, both in schools and in Little Athletics, both in terms of 

training and competition. This is about how children experience our sport, and how they can best 

benefit from being involved. It’s about improving one of our most important products, namely 

competition, whilst at the same time preparing the participants for continuing involvement in our 

sport, either as recreational or elite athletes.  

The Little Athletics movement, including the many centres and the governing bodies, and of course 

the schools, have a key role to play in delivering a better, more child-appropriate competition and 

training system.  

We need a competition system that fosters the development of the more basic but also more 

complex general motor skills, often referred to as ‘physical literacy’. This way we will build the 

foundations for future success for those who have the necessary ambition whether in athletics, or in 

another sport, but we also cater for those who simply want to have fun and enjoy sport and stay fit.  

Granted, nothing less than a paradigm shift is required to achieve this!  

Many parents and even some coaches may be upset that little Johnny is no longer able to be a 

champion shot putter or discus thrower at age 7, but we mustn’t let these sorts of misplaced 

ambitions guide us. It’s not about the parents and the coaches. Whatever we do should be in the 

interest of the athletes. 

I am convinced that the vast majority of parents would come to appreciate very quickly not only the 

fact that their children learn more skills, but are more active during their training and competition, 

and enjoy their athletics experience more.  

Also, those parents who are actively involved in Little Athletics would no doubt enjoy their roles 

much more. The centres would find that more kids are staying involved for longer, and fewer 

children would drop out, with a likely flow-on effect on retention of officials and other volunteers. 

School teachers might find that more students participate willingly and perhaps even with 

enthusiasm. 

A new, child-appropriate competition (and therefore training) system would also form a solid basis 

for any meaningful talent identification and development program, and ultimately this would result 

in more sustained and more successful high performance careers. 

Little Johnny would probably have a better chance of actually becoming a champion when it really 

matters – from age 18 onwards - because he has learnt the basic skills early, can later on learn the 

complex skills of shot putting and discus throwing more easily and correctly, and - provided general 

training remains part of his training regimen throughout childhood and adolescence - his body is 

better prepared for undertaking the kind of training that is required to become a champion shot 

putter or discus thrower.  
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Recently our coach education system has undergone some drastic changes. Under the auspices of 

Athletics Australia the new coaching courses targeted at coaches working with children now require 

coaches to build the basic movements skills in children. The only problem is that this is never going 

to have the intended effect unless the competition system for children is changed, which underlines 

the need for coordinated change. 

So how can we bring about the required change, this paradigm shift?  

We certainly don’t need to reinvent the wheel. But we need all our governing bodies, clubs and 

coaches to take note and work on this together. However, appeasement will not get us anywhere. 

Agreeing to disagree will not do. What we need is open and frank debate amongst all stakeholders, 

followed up by swift, decisive action. 

Above all, we need people who are prepared to slaughter some sacred cows, people who have 

vision, who have the courage and the will to take the lead and make this paradigm shift happen - in 

the interest of our athletes and our wonderful sport of athletics. 
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